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Nanoantennas for highly efficient excitation and manipulation of surface waves at
nanoscale are key elements of compact photonic circuits. However, previously imple-
mented designs employ plasmonic nanoantennas with high Ohmic losses, relatively
low spectral resolution, and complicated lithographically made architectures. Here
we propose an ultracompact and simple dielectric nanoantenna (silicon nanosphere)
allowing for both directional launching of surface plasmon polaritons on a thin gold
film and their demultiplexing with a high spectral resolution. We show experimen-
tally that mutual interference of magnetic and electric dipole moments supported
by the dielectric nanoantenna results in opposite propagation of the excited surface
waves whose wavelengths differ by less than 50 nm in the optical range. Broad-
band reconfigurability of the nanoantennas operational range is achieved simply by
varying the diameter of the silicon sphere. Moreover, despite subwavelength size
(< λ/3) of the proposed nanoantennas, they demonstrate highly efficient and direc-
tional launching of surface waves both in the forward and backward directions with
the measured front-to-back ratio having a contrast of almost two orders of magni-
tude within a 50 nm spectral band. Our lithography-free design has great potential
as highly efficient, low-cost, and ultracompact demultiplexer for advanced photonic
circuits.
a)Electronic mail: i.sinev@metalab.ifmo.ru
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Metal surfaces1,2, metasurfaces3–6, and 2D materials7–9 provide means to support surface
waves with tailorable polarization states, which fit perfectly into the emerging field of on-chip
optical communications. One of the key elements for devices operating in 2D is an efficient
and compact source of surface waves. On the other hand, a demultiplexer of the surface
waves is another crucial element, providing parallel operation at multiple wavelengths and ac-
celerating performance of advanced photonic circuits. Usually, optically driven launching of
surface waves or their demultiplexing is performed using gratings1, structured nanoslits10–12,
arrays of nanoholes13–16 or other linear defects. However, severely limited amount of space
available on a modern integrated optical circuit calls for using more compact structures for
surface waves excitation and routing.
Subwavelength particles acting as conduits between free propagating waves and waveg-
uide modes17 or surface waves18–21, in particular, surface plasmon polaritons (SPP), have
been drawing significant attention during the last decade. Coupling of far-field radiation to
surface waves in this case is mediated via the near-field of induced dipole moments. Inter-
estingly, while emission of a single dipole in 3D is inherently symmetric, its emission into
surface modes can produce highly asymmetric radiation patterns. In particular, interference
of two electric dipole modes with different orientations with respect to the metal surface
(“rotating dipole” configuration) was shown to provide directional launching of SPPs11,21,22
which was the direct consequence of the photonic spin Hall effect inherent to surface waves23.
Similar performance was achieved using magnetic dipole response produced by paired mag-
netic nanoantennas24 and structured plasmonic couplers25,26. However, fabrication of such
complicated designs is a major limiting factor for their implementation.
A more natural way to achieve a magnetic dipole response in optics is to employ low-loss
high-index dielectric nanoparticles27–29. Due to strong displacement currents induced in the
volume of the particle, its effective magnetic polarizability can reach amplitudes comparable
or even stronger than that of electric polarizability.27,30,31 Furthermore, the spectral position
and relative strength of electric and magnetic optical resonances can also be independently
tailored by changing the shape of the nanoparticle, which can lead to a plethora of fascinating
effects, like directional scattering32–36, generalized Brewster effect37, etc.29 However, up to
now the studies of high-index nanoparticles have been mainly focused on their applications
for manipulation of bulk waves, while their performance for launching surface waves remained
mostly unexplored, with only a few papers addressing this problem theoretically38–40.
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FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of SPP generation by a silicon nanosphere excited with p-polarized light at
oblique incidence. (b) Scheme illustrating the spectral switching of directional launching of SPP
due to different regimes of interference between dipole moments induced in the nanosphere.
Here, we experimentally demonstrate that a very basic dielectric nanoantenna, a single
silicon nanosphere, can serve as a highly efficient and ultracompact source and demulti-
plexer for surface waves with a high spectral resolution (<50 nm) and opposite propaga-
tion directions of the demultiplexed waves. We show that the inherently strong magnetic
dipole response of the silicon particle provides extremely efficient excitation of a SPP wave,
whereas mutual interference of the electric and magnetic dipole resonances of the nanoan-
tenna provides high front-to-back ratio contrast and directivity values for the excited sur-
face waves. Therefore, dielectric nanoantenna holds a major advantage over previously
proposed SPP demultiplexer designs, offering both extreme compactness as compared to
grating structures15,16,41 and decisively superior spectral resolution as compared to other
subwavelength demultiplexer solutions.17,42–44 The theoretical framework that we formulate
to describe the physics behind the observed phenomena can be easily extended to more
complex interfaces supporting other types of surface waves5,6. The combination of disper-
sion engineering of states supported by a 2D interface and tunability of the nanoantenna
radiation pattern would be an important step forward to efficient routing of surface waves.
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FIG. 2. Analytically calculated maps of (a) forward directivity, (b) backward directivity and (c)
degree of directivity of surface plasmon polariton launched by a single 297 nm silicon nanosphere
on the gold substrate. The SPP direction is given with respect to the direction of the in-plane
component of the wavevector of the incident plane wave. In panel (c), the isolines for the real and
imaginary parts of parameter z characterizing the SPP directivity illustrate the regimes of complete
cancellation of forward or backward SPP scattering at the intersections of Re(z) = ±1 curves with
Im(z) = 0 curve, which are marked with circles in all three panels.
RESULTS
Theoretical concept
To study surface plasmon polaritons excited by a silicon nanosphere, we employ the
analytical model based on the Green function approach45. This model relies on calculation
of the sphere electric and magnetic polarizabilities in the dipole approximation. Applicability
of the dipole approximation for calculation of plasmon fields was discussed in Ref. 19. Due to
the structure of SPP fields,1 the only dipole component that does not couple to a SPP mode
is the normal magnetic one. Therefore, for the s-polarized excitation the SPP directivity
pattern is inherently symmetric. The p-polarized excitation, on the other hand, can provide
directional excitation of a SPP due to interference between the induced dipole moments (see
Fig. 1), as it is devised in the following.
In the case of a p-polarized wave, three independent dipole moments are excited in the
silicon nanosphere: magnetic dipole along the y axis, characterized by magnetic polariz-
ability my and two electric dipoles along the z and x axes with polarizabilities pz and px,
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respectively (see scheme in Fig. 1b). Notably, polarizabilities my, pz, px differ substantially
from those of a silicon nanosphere in vacuum due to bianisotropy induced by the substrate as
discussed in Refs. 45,46. The magnetic field produced by these point dipoles can be written
as
H(r) = k20GH(r)m+ ik0∇×GE(r)p, (1)
where r = (ρ, φ0, 0) is the radius vector in the plane of the interface in cylindrical coordi-
nates, k0 = ω/c, and GH , GE are the total magnetic and electric Green functions for the
dipole above the metallic substrate. The Green functions can be separated into the bare and
reflected parts, the latter being solely responsible for the surface plasmon contribution. By
writing the explicit form of the reflected parts of the Green functions as a two-dimensional
Fourier transform and simplifying the equations using asymptotic relations (see Supplemen-
tary Material for details) we arrive at the following equation for the SPP magnetic field
vector in the Cartesian basis:
HSPP ∼ e
ikSPP ρ
√
ρ

1
2
sin 2φ0(my − k˜zpx) + k˜SPP sinφ0
cos2 φ0(my − k˜zpx)− k˜SPP cosφ0
0
 . (2)
Here, k˜SPP = kSPP/k0 =
√
εm/(εm + 1), k˜z =
√
1− k˜2SPP =
√
1/(εm + 1), and εm is the
dielectric permittivity of the metal. The intensity of SPP launched by the nanosphere in a
given direction is proportional to |Hφ|2, where Hφ = Hy cosφ0 −Hx sinφ0. We thus obtain
the expression for the SPP field intensity in a given direction:
ISPP ∼ 1
ρ
∣∣∣cosφ0(my − iκpx)− k˜SPPpz∣∣∣2 , (3)
where κ = −ik˜z. It is convenient to introduce the complex dimensionless parameter
z = (my − iκpx)/(k˜SPPpz). Then, the azimuthal dependence of the plasmon intensity can
be written as:
ISPP (φ0) ∼ (1− Rez cosφ0)2 + (Imz)2 cos2 φ0. (4)
This expression has two important consequences. First, it can be shown that the maximal
achievable directivity D(φ0) = 2piISPP (φ0)/
∫
dφISPP (φ) is equal to 3. Second, unlike the
case of non-active nanoantennas for bulk waves,32,33,47,48 both forward or backward scattering
of the incident light into SPPs can be totally suppressed, if condition z = ±1 is satisfied.
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Remarkably, these fascinating effects are readily available for the simplest example of a
dielectric nanoantenna: nanoparticle of a spherical shape. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a
297 nm silicon nanosphere on gold substrate. The maps of forward and backward directivity
shown in Fig. 2a,b in the “wavelength-angle of incidence” axes reveal resonant suppression of
forward SPP and respective increase of the backward SPP at around 935 nm. Importantly,
for the presented spectral range and angles of incidence the conditions for total suppression
of backward and forward scattering are independently fullfilled. This is best illustrated in
Fig. 2c, where the map of the degree of directivity (DOD) is presented. We define this value
as DOD = (If − Ib)/(If + Ib), where If and Ib stand for the SPP intensity in the forward
and backward directions, respectively. Following Eq.(4), the exact excitation conditions for
total cancellation of backward (DOD=1) and forward (DOD=-1) SPPs can be found as the
intersections of Im(z) = 0 isoline with either Re(z) = −1 or Re(z) = 1 isolines, which are
also shown in Fig. 2c. The relevant intersection points are marked with circles in Fig. 2a-c.
Experimental results
To confirm the SPP directivity switching experimentally, we visualized the directivity
patterns of SPPs excited on a thin gold film by a single silicon nanosphere using a leakage
radiation microscopy (LRM) setup combined with Fourier plane imaging optics49–52 (for
details see Methods and Supplementary Material). Here, we focused on the observation of
the regime of forward SPP scattering cancellation, since it is a crucial feature of our system.
Therefore, the angle of incidence of a p-polarized beam was chosen to be 25 degrees, which
allows the fulfillment of condition z = 1 according to the analytical model (see Fig. 2c).
Fig. 3a,b show the Fourier plane images and reconstructed directivity patterns of SPPs
from a single silicon nanosphere (d≈295 nm) for three distinctive regimes at characteristic
excitation wavelengths: highly directional forward scattering (890 nm), inversion of the
directivity pattern at 935 nm, and recovery of forward scattering at 1060 nm. The resonant
behavior of the switching process is illustrated in Fig. 3c, where the spectral dependence
of the SPP directivity in the forward and backward directions is shown. These results are
in excellent agreement with the analytical calculations of the SPP directivity performed
using Eq.(3) for a 297 nm silicon nanosphere, which are shown in Fig. 3c with thin lines.
The sphere diameter in the calculations was chosen for the best matching of the spectral
6
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FIG. 3. Experimental demonstration of switching of SPP radiation patterns by a silicon nanoan-
tenna. (a) (False color) Fourier plane images of SPP launched by a ≈295 nm silicon nanosphere
on 40 nm gold film for 890, 935 and 1060 nm excitation wavelengths. Small black circles mark the
angular range of the excitation radiation which is incident at around 25 degrees. (b) SPP directivity
patterns reconstructed from the measured Fourier images (thick lines) and analytically calculated
directivity patterns (thin lines). (c) Spectral dependence of the forward and backward SPP intensity
demonstrating efficient switching between the SPP excitation directions. Experimental data (dots)
and analytical data for a 297 nm silicon sphere on the gold substrate are shown. The wavelengths
corresponding to data presented in (a,b) are marked with dashed lines.
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position of forward SPP directivity dip near 935 nm. Note that unlike the analytical data,
the measured minimum forward plasmon intensity does not reach zero due to the angular
divergence and non-monochromaticity of the incident beam. Despite this, we readily observe
switching of front-to-back ratio of SPP excitation from 11 to 0.13 within less than 50 nm
spectral band (890 to 935 nm). The full spectral dependence of the measured Fourier plane
images for the 295 nm nanosphere is shown in Supplementary Movie S1.
DISCUSSION
We also illustrate the demultiplexing of SPPs and the applicability of the dipole approx-
imation with full wave numerical calculations of the electromagnetic fields distribution near
the silicon nanoantenna on the gold film. The results of the simulations for the backward
(λ=935 nm) and forward (λ=890 nm) SPP excitation regimes for 25◦ angle of incidence
are presented in Fig. 4. The maps of the scattered magnetic field distribution in the plane
(Fig. 4b,c) unambiguously show the switching of the SPP direction. This is further sup-
ported by the Fourier transform of the SPP fields presented in Fig. 4a,d (see Supplementary
Material), which perfectly reproduce the experimental leakage radiation images (Fig. 3).
Note that in numerical simulations the best matching of the SPP reversal condition to the
experimental data was achieved for the sphere diameter of 290 nm, which slightly differs
from the sphere diameter in analytical model (297 nm). Time evolution of the scattered
magnetic field profiles in forward and backward SPP excitation regimes are illustrated in
Supplementary Movies S2 and S3, respectively.
Another major advantage of using dielectric nanoantennas for excitation of SPPs is the
scalability of their resonances and, consequently, the spectral position of the resonant can-
cellation of forward scattering. This is illustrated in Fig. 5a, where the experimental spectra
of the forward SPP directivity is shown for four silicon nanospheres of different diameters
ranging from 250 to 310 nm. Therefore, simply by changing the nanoparticle size, which can
be controlled with high precision in modern laser ablation techniques,53 resonant inversion
of the SPP excitation pattern can be tuned within a broad spectral range from visible to
infrared frequencies.
Moreover, the directional excitation of SPPs with dielectric nanoparticles is extremely
efficient due to their strong magnetic dipole response. The expression for the SPP inten-
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FIG. 4. Numerical calculations illustrating the backward (a,b), λ=935 nm and forward (c,d),
λ=890 nm, SPP excitation regimes by a 290 nm silicon nanosphere on 40 nm gold film excited by
a plane wave incident at 25 degrees to the substrate surface. (b) and (c) show the sections of the
scattered magnetic field (Hy) in the plane of incidence (xz). The directions of the incident plane
wave and the the SPP launched by the sphere are shown with arrows. (a) and (d) show the Fourier
transforms of the calculated SPP fields in the substrate plane (xy) illustrating the directivity of the
excited SPPs.
sity (see Eq.(3)) shows that the contribution of the lateral electric dipole moment to SPP
excitation is suppressed by a factor of 1/κ ∼ √εm + 1 as compared to the contribution of
lateral magnetic dipole moment. For the SPP on gold in the near-infrared spectral range,
this ratio can reach values of 5-7.56 To provide quantitative estimation of the SPP excitation
efficiency, we compare the cross sections of scattering of plane waves into SPPs for gold
and silicon nanoparticles of the same size. While silicon nanoparticles possess an inherently
strong magnetic dipole response, the gold nanoparticles gain one only due to interaction
with the gold substrate via the bianisotropy mechanism45, and it is still weak as compared
to the electric dipole moment. Spectral dependences of SPP excitation efficiency for gold
and silicon nanospheres are compared in Fig. 5b. It shows the cross sections of scattering
into SPP for gold and silicon nanospheres of the same size calculated for normal incidence
and normalized to the physical cross sections of the nanoparticles. The results of both nu-
merical and analytical calculations are shown. The presented data confirm the expected
superior performance of silicon nanoparticles for excitation of SPPs and reveal the spectral
range of applicability of the point dipole approximation. The maximum cross section of
scattering into SPP, which is reached in the vicinity of magnetic dipole resonance, is of the
same order as the physical cross-section of the nanoparticle, thus comprising a significant
9
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FIG. 5. (a) Experimentally measured spectra of forward SPP directivity for four silicon
nanospheres of different diameters showing the scalability of the SPP switching condition. The
inset shows SEM images of the particles in the order of increasing the wavelength of the measured
forward SPP directivity dip. This is additionally encoded with the color of the scale bars which
represent 1 µm. The approximate sizes of the nanoparticles marked in the plot are obtained via
fitting the spectra with the analytical model (not shown). (b) Calculated scattering cross sections
into SPP for silicon (solid lines) and gold (dashed lines) nanoparticles of the same sizes reveals
superior SPP excitation efficiency by a silicon nanoparticle. The results of numerical model (red
lines, sphere diameter 290 nm) and analytical calculation within dipole approximation (blue lines,
sphere diameter 297 nm) are compared. The cross sections are calculated for normally incident
plane wave excitation and are normalized to the physical section of the particles. The shaded area
shows the spectral region of excitation of higher order multipole modes, where the analytical model
is not applicable.
fraction of its optical response (see Supplementary Figure S1 for comparison between dif-
ferent contributions to the total extinction cross section). Importantly, Fig. 5b also reveals
that the analytical model based on the dipole approximation, while accurately reproduc-
ing the spectral dependence of SPP excitation efficiency, underestimates its absolute value.
This inconsistency is due to the fact that in analytical calculations, we set the point dipole
with modified polarizability to the center of the sphere as it is usually done in theoretical
studies.39,45 However, when the particle is placed on gold substrate, the fields become mainly
concentrated near the metal surface46. Therefore, the effective position of the dipole moment
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should also be closer to the metal surface, which increases the efficiency of coupling to SPP
mode. This effect is especially relevant for gold nanoparticle, when the fields are mostly
concentrated in the gap between nanoparticle and substrate.
To conclude, we have revealed huge potential of high-index dielectric nanoantennas for
directional excitation of surface waves and their highly efficient demultiplexing. We have
experimentally demonstrated resonant switching between forward and backward excitation
of surface plasmon polariton modes within a narrow spectral band (less than 50 nm) by
a single silicon nanosphere. We show that mutual interference of magnetic and electric
dipole moments of the nanosphere can provide complete suppression of forward or backward
surface waves for different excitation conditions. By merit of scalability of optical resonances
of dielectric nanoantennas, these regimes can be tuned within a broad spectral range from
visible to infrared. We also show that the strong magnetic dipole response of a silicon
nanosphere provides a superior surface plasmon polariton excitation efficiency, which can
not be reached with metallic nanospheres. Importantly, the demultiplexing nanoantennas
can be fabricated by low-cost and simple laser printing technique, which allows for fast and
precise nanosphere deposition on any surface, including predesigned metasurfaces and 2D
materials. Keeping in mind that the resonant switching takes place at relatively small angles
of incidence of the impinging beam (25o), our findings have important practical implications
for on-chip optical communications and surface photonics.
METHODS
Sample fabrication
Silicon nanospheres were fabricated from a thin silicon film on the glass substrate using
the femtosecond laser ablation method53,54. After that, nanospheres with diameters ranging
from 250 to 310 nm were transferred to a thin (40 nm) gold film on the glass substrate by
nanomanipulations under an electron beam55. This method allows for precise positioning of
nanospheres in clear regions of the substrate far from other defects, that ensures extremely
low parasitic scattering of the SPPs.
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Experiment
In the leakage radiation microscopy experiments, a SPP from a single silicon nanosphere
was excited with an obliquely incident TM-polarized beam mildly focused on the nanosphere
with an achromatic doublet lens, which ensured good trade-off between the SPP excitation
efficiency and angular divergence of the excitation beam. The SPP radiation leaking through
the thin gold film was then collected from the bottom with an oil immersion objective. For
tracking the spectral evolution of the SPP directivity patterns, we used supercontinuum
white light source (Fianium WhiteLase SC400-6) combined with acousto-optic tunable filter
(Fianium AOTF) yielding a narrowband (≈4 nm) beam with the tunable central wavelength
within the visible to near-infrared regions (650-1100 nm). To provide a smooth Gaussian
beam profile required for accurate measurement of Fourier plane images, the beam was
spatially filtered with a single-mode fiber. Since the data provided by the Fourier plane
image represent the angular spectrum of the SPP leakage radiation, it offers a simple and
direct way of reconstructing the full SPP directivity pattern. This is achieved by plotting
the the radial dependence of the intensity of light coming from the sample at an angle
corresponding to the direction of SPP leakage radiation, which in the Fourier image forms
a well-defined double-crescent shape (see Fig. 3a).
Numerical calculations
Numerical calculations were performed using COMSOL Multiphysics R© package.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Details of the analytical model for excitation of SPP
Derivation of SPP fields
Here, we present the details of the derivation of equation for the fields of a surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) excited by a nanoantenna with electric and magnetic dipole responses. We
start from the equation for the magnetic field produced by point electric and magnetic
dipoles (Eq.(1) in the main manuscript):
H(r) = k20GH(r)m+ ik0∇×GE(r)p. (5)
Henceforth, without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the case of p-polarized
excitation, when magnetic dipole along the y axis, characterized by magnetic polarizability
my and two electric dipoles along z and x axes with polarizabilities pz and px, are excited.
The reflected parts of the Green functions can then be written explicitly as a two-dimensional
Fourier transform:
GH(ρ, φ0, 0) =
i
8pi2
∫∫
kdkdφ
rp(k)
kz

sin2 φ − cosφ sinφ 0
− cosφ sinφ cos2 φ 0
0 0 0
 eikρ cos(φ−φ0)+ikzh, (6)
∇×GE(r, φ0, 0) = − 1
8pi2
∫∫
kdkdφ
rp(k)
kz

sin 2φkz/2 sin
2 φkz k sinφ
− cos2 φkz − sin 2φkz/2 −k cosφ
0 0 0
 eikρ cos(φ−φ0)+ikzh,
(7)
where kz =
√
k20 − k2, and rp(k) = (kz − kzm)/(kz + kzm) is the magnetic field reflection
coefficient for the TM-polarized plane wave with kzm =
√
εmk20 − k2, where εm is the metal
dielectric permittivity, and h is the sphere radius.
The expressions (6),(7) can be reduced to the one-dimensional integrals in the straight-
forward manner by using the Jacobi-Anger expansion of the form
∫ 2pi
0
cosnφeix cosφ =
2pi(i)nJn(x), where Jn(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind. Then, using relation
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FIG. 6. Top row: comparison of extinction (black line) and radiation (red line) cross sections
with cross section of scattering into surface plasmon polariton (blue line) calculated analytically
for a 297 nm silicon (a) and gold (b) nanospheres on gold substrate. The spheres are excited by
a plane wave incident at 25 degrees to the substrate normal. All cross sections are normalized to
the physical section of the nanosphere. Bottow row (c): spectral dependence of the ratio of SPP
excitation with silicon and gold nanospheres (blue line) and their magnetic polarizabilities (dashed
lines) for the same excitation geometry. The plots show superior SPP excitation efficiency with a
silicon nanosphere close to its magnetic dipole resonance
Jn(x) =
1
2
(
H(1)n (x)− (−1)nH(1)n (−x)
)
, (8)
where H(1)n (x) is the Hankel function of the first kind, the integration range can be trans-
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formed to the full real axis. Generally, the resulting integrals should be calculated numeri-
cally, however, since we are only interested in the surface plasmon field, which contributes
as a residue of the pole of reflection coefficient rp(k) at k = kSPP = k0
√
εm/(εm + 1), we can
obtain the analytical expression for the surface plasmon related contribution to the magnetic
field:
HSPP = N

1
2
sin 2φ0H
(1)
2 (kSPPρ)(my − k˜zpx) + ik˜SPP sinφ0H(1)1 (kSPPρ)pz
1
2
(
H
(1)
0 (kSPPρ)− cos 2φ0H(1)2 (kSPPρ)
)
(my − k˜zpx)− ik˜SPP cosφ0H(1)1 (kSPPρ)pz
0
 ,
(9)
where k˜SPP = kSPP/k0, k˜z =
√
1− k˜2SPP , H(1)n are the n-th order Hankel functions of the
first kind, and
N = −1
4
k30k˜ze
ik0k˜zh. (10)
We then exploit the asymptotic form of Hankel functionH(1)n (z) ≈ (piz/2)−1/2 exp [i(z − pi/4− npi/2)]
to obtain
HSPP ≈ N (pikSPPρ/2)−1/2eikSPP ρ−ipi/4

1
2
sin 2φ0(my − k˜zpx) + k˜SPP sinφ0pz
cos2 φ0(my − k˜zpx)− k˜SPP cosφ0pz
0
 . (11)
The intensity of SPP in a given direction is proportional to |Hφ|2, where Hφ = Hy cosφ0−
Hx sinφ0. Thus, we arrive at the final expression for the SPP intensity (see Eq.(3) in the
main manuscript):
ISPP ≈ |N |2 2
pikSPPρ
∣∣∣cosφ0(my − iκpx)− k˜SPPpz∣∣∣2 , (12)
where κ = −ik˜z.
Calculation of SPP coupling efficiency
To evaluate the efficiency of SPP excitation by a dielectric nanosphere, we first calculate
the averaged plasmon-related Poynting vector:
〈Sρ〉 = 1
2
Re (E×H∗) ≈ Re(k˜SPP )
2
|Hφ|2. (13)
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Note that when obtaining Eq.(13) we omitted the propagation losses of a SPP by the
substitution kSPP → Re{kSPP} in the exponent argument in Eq.(11). We then integrate
the Poynting vector over the upper half-space. We neglect the lower half space filled with
metal since for the realistic cases when the surface plasmon is close to the light-line most
of the energy of the surface plasmon is stored in the vacuum half-space. The SPP energy
PSPP is given after the integration by:
PSPP =
k40
8
Re(κ)e−2Re(κ)k0h
(
1
2
|my − iκpx|2 + |k˜SPPpz|2
)
. (14)
The SPP scattering cross-section is given by σSPP = PSPP/〈S〉in, where 〈S〉in = |E0|2/2.
The comparison of extinction and radiation cross sections of a 297 nm silicon nanosphere
on gold substrate with cross section of scattering into the SPP calculated using Eq.(14) is
presented in Fig. 6a and reveals the strong contribution of the SPP to the optical response of
the dielectric nanoparticles. At the same time, the contribution of the SPP to the extinction
cross section of gold nanoparticles of the same size is very weak (see Fig. 6b). The ratio of
the SPP excitation efficiencies of these two nanoantennas reaches 8 close to the magnetic
dipole resonace of the silicon particle (Fig. 6c).
Setup for leakage radiation microscopy of SPP
The scheme of the setup for measurements of directivity patterns of SPP excited by a
single silicon nanosphere is presented in Fig. 7. The SPP was excited with a TM-polarized
beam incident at 25 degrees to the substrate normal and mildly focused with a 3 cm double
achromat lens, which ensured low angular divergence of the excitation beam. The SPP
radiation leaking through the thin gold film was collected from the bottom with an oil im-
mersion objective (Zeiss 100x, NA=1.46). Both real and Fourier plane images of the sample
were recorded simultaneously with two cameras after a non-polarizing beamsplitter. In the
Fourier image channel, the incident beam was filtered with a 200 nm thick Cr disc placed
in the intermediate Fourier plane of the optical system. An example of recorded Fourier
image is shownin Fig. 7. Leakage radiation of SPP excited by the sphere is responsible for
the well-defined double-crescent pattern near the edges of the image.50 At the same time,
the excitation beam is still visible as a small spot to the left of the image center in Fig. 7.
This residual transmission through the Cr disc allowed us to evaluate the angular broaden-
ing of the excitation beam, which amounted to approximately 6 degrees. However, in the
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FIG. 7. Scheme of the experimental setup for leakage radiation microscopy combined with Fourier
plane imaging optics.
Fourier images presented in the main manuscript the excitation beam was removed during
the background subtraction process (reference images for subtraction were measured after
moving the sphere out of the excitation spot).
Fourier representation of the SPP field
In order to simulate the experimental results obtained with leakage radiation microscopy,
we have modeled the SPP field distribution in the inverse Fourier space. The SPP mode can
be characterized by its magnetic field component Hϕ(x, y) in the plane of metal-air interface.
The directivity pattern shown in Fig. 4a,d in the main manuscript is obtained by plotting
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the squared amplitude of Fourier component |Hˆϕ(kx, ky)|2 given by the expression:
Hˆϕ(kx, ky) =
∫ ∫
S
Hϕ(x, y) exp(ikxx+ ikyy)dxdy.
Here the integration is taken over a circular area S of 15 µm radius in the plane of metal-air
interface.
Captions for Movies S1-S3
Movie S1
Spectral dependence of the measured Fourier images of leakage radiation of SPP launched
on 40 nm gold film by a ≈295 nm silicon nanosphere demonstrating the switching of SPP
directivity. The sphere is excited by a mildly focused beam incident at 25 degrees to the
surface normal. Top and bottom halves of the image corresponds to the excitation of SPP
in the forward and backward directions, respectively.
Movie S2
Calculated temporal dependence of the magnetic field near a 290 nm silicon nanosphere
on 40 nm gold film on glass substrate excited by a plane wave (plane of incidence section
is presented). The excitation wavelength and geometry (λ=935 nm, 25 degrees angle of
incidence) correspond to backward (in the negative direction of the x axis) SPP excitation.
Silicon nanosphere and gold layer are marked with white lines in the movie frames.
Movie S3
Calculated temporal dependence of the magnetic field near a 290 nm silicon nanosphere
on 40 nm gold film on glass substrate excited by a plane wave incident at 25 degrees to
the substrate surface (plane of incidence section is presented). The excitation wavelength
(λ=890 nm) correspond to forward (along the x axis) SPP excitation. Silicon nanosphere
and gold layer are marked with white lines on the movie frames.
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